
Welcome to Comet Street



The Comet Street Flats

Living at the Comet Street Flats is great fun 

for Asha, Rav, Finn and Tess! When the 

weather's nice, they meet outside – in Tess 

and Finn's garden or the big play area, where 

they'll often play football or ride their bikes. 

And when it's cold and rainy, the friends will 

pile into one of their flats to play games, 

draw or build things. Whatever happens, 

there's always a friend nearby to play with!



Newton Primary School

Rav, Tess, Finn and Asha all go to Newton Primary School. They love the big playground and 

playing fields – and the nature garden in the corner. In Reception they are taught by Miss 

Lock, who's warm, kind and very patient – even when her class forget to listen! In Year 1, 

their teacher is Mr Gale, who's energetic and funny – he runs around a lot and doesn't 

mind laughing at himself. Mrs Knight, their Year 2 teacher, likes to try new things and 

encourages her class to come up with ideas, which are sometimes very surprising! 



The Museum

The friends love visiting the museum just as much as Animal Adventures and 

Planet Zoom. The big museum has lots of different areas, with so much to see that 

the friends often don't know where to start! From Ancient Egypt to the very first 

aeroplane, dinosaurs to the Vikings, they get to explore the past beyond their 

wildest dreams! 



Planet Zoom!

Planet Zoom is a giant theme park that's all about space! From zip-wiring on the Jet Pack 

ride to splashing down the Flying Saucer Float, the fun at Planet Zoom is never-ending!  

The friends are always ready for an adventure, because they never quite know what will 

happen at Planet Zoom … whether it's meeting a man on the moon, or rescuing some 

stranded aliens! 



Animal Adventures

Animal Adventures is a huge wildlife park containing all sorts of animals, birds and insects. 

It has large fields filled with zebras, antelopes and giraffes, and amazing enclosures with 

wombats, raccoons and owls! The friends aren't sure whether they'll ever manage to 

explore the whole place – there's so much to see. What's more, they sometimes find 

themselves travelling to a different parts of the world for even more exciting animal 

adventures!


